REED SCHOOL DISTRICT ISSUES LIST
Priori
ty Zone

corridor

Location

Issue

Flashing speed limit signs are the highest priority.
The schools have different bell schedules; vehicle
All along Tiburon Blvd. drivers are not aware when students are present
Avenida Miraflores
The speed limit goes from 25 to 45 back to 45
Avenida Miraflores
crossing distance/visability

Ceclia Way

no safe crossing There are no traffic lights there. No
crossing guards. The light sequence is so off there as
traffic rushes in both directions; then comes fast
from the right, fast from the left and there is literally
no gap to cross over the highway to the bike path at
Greenwood Cove to Blackie’s. A traffic light is
needed and a paved little feeder path.

Gilman

vehicle drivers making a right turn are challenged to
see pedestrian and cyclists. The vegetation is
overgrown and the sidewalk is very narrow making
it dangerous for students to collect while waiting to
cross Tiburon Blvd.

Marwest

Neds Way

Reed Ranch Road

Reed Ranch Road

San Rafael Ave.

Suggestion

Flashing speed limit signs

there is a good amount of traffic at this intersection,
Bulb out
causing confusion for student crossing
floods causing cyclists and pedestrians to go into the
road way to avoid the flooding- very dangerous for
students crossing to the school.
students cross Tiburon Blvd; there is no formal way
to cross the road, they must travel down to Trestle
Glen to cross
the median pokes out into Tiburon Blvd; cyclists
cannot cut through the median- a bike lane is needed
in both directions. Students tend to pick-up their
bikes adding to a dangerous crossing
approaching Tiburon Blvd; the gravel and dirt pose
unsafe conditions for students- no place to stand to
cross
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Trestle Glen

Road markings have faded and there are many
potholes
Tiburon Blvd (inbound/bayside of road) students
are cycling on the wrong side of the road. Years ago
Caltrans removed a wooden bridge that was used by
the students.

Trestle Glen

not a safe crossing area. The guard timing could be
extended after school there as many kids hang with
friends and then head to spring sports.

Trestle Glen

